Video Surveillance and Access Control Design & Installation

Gaming

Gaming, resorts and hospitality are going digital!
Nearly every casino in the United States is somewhere in the cumbersome transition from
analog to digital recording and cameras for its surveillance systems. But everyone in the
industry seems to agree that within five years, digital surveillance will dominate the casino,
resort and hospitality industries. IP systems allow casinos to view and control surveillance
systems from a remote location. This is useful when there are several casinos under one
owner with perhaps one investigator per shift to review casino video from another part of town
or even another state.
When and how to go digital or to get on the IP network are not the only technology changes
facing casino owners. Facial recognition is another technology that has begun taking off in the
gaming industry. Facial recognition allows a casino to monitor the thousands of faces that pass
through their establishment. Although they can’t capture and analyze every picture of every player
on the floor, they can respond to suspicions with a quick scan of the player’s face. With a banned
list, a casino can spot a suspicious person or behavior and run a check on his or her face.
Security Cameras: Oliver carries a full line of IP Surveillance cameras and lenses for your different
surveillance needs.
IP Servers / Video Appliances: Oliver has a full portfolio of Servers, NVR’s and Hybrids
Video Management Software: Software for your server or IP servers w/ choice of preloaded Video
Management Software packages to choose from (Genetec, ONSSI, Axis, Milestone, etc.)
Video Analytics: Oliver has cameras “smart cameras” and software to perform video analytics such as
crowd gathering, package left behind, person in unauthorized area., etc.
Security data centers: Security furniture, Cooled racks, APC enclosed systems, a full line of monitor
types, sizes, and resolutions to include LCD, flat panel and touch-screen capabilities.
Use of Existing Cabling Infrastructure: Oliver has systems that will allow you to use your existing
security cabling while upgrading to IP for your video surveillance network
Access Control Solutions
Oliver has the most advanced access control systems on the market today. Card or keypad, biometric
readers for highly secure areas. Badges that allow access to areas based on security access levels
Telecommunications / Electrical
• Cabling Infrastructure
• Fiber and copper backbones, Inside wiring,
• Wireless communications (WLAN’s, Mesh, PTP, PTMP, Mobile),

Don’t roll the dice when it comes your Security Solution!

